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Who was winning 10 years ago?

Advanced Experienced Beginners



January - John Killoran
February - Noel Fay
March - Pat Lynch
April - Christy Glynn
May - Robert O'Connor
June - Roger Bennett (tbc)

July - Kieran Reynolds
August - Michael Fay
September - John Doran
October - Pat Walsh
November - AGM
December - Joe O'Neill

January - Charles Ryan
February - Michael Fay
March - Cecil Barron
April - Seamus Carter
May - Pat Walsh(e)
June - Willie Reville

July - Paul Murtagh
August - Sean McMurrow
September - Noel White
October - Malcolm Hill
November - John Sheeran
December - Joe O'Neill

Charlie Ryan Bowls Us Over
You always know what you are going to get with Charlie Ryan. A good demo, consisting of the making of multiple
parts (that need assembly); a few jokes; a bit of barracking; and lots of woodturning wisdom.
His objective for the January Wednesday demo was to make a three-
legged bowl. He started by stressing that he was about to make the bowl
the way that he would do it, but that this was by no means prescriptive.
He was also going to make the bowl starting with a blank that was half
of a log. Having produced the half-log on the band-saw (I presume),
Charlie added that the first thing to do was to sand the flat surface of the
half-log. This he would do with a loooong piece of 2 inch timber with
different grits taped to each of the 4 sides, sanding along the grain. This
is done off the lathe in order to avoid circular sanding marks.
Taking the half-log which was about 9 cm wide and 16 cm long and
could be any close-grained wood, Charlie mounted it with the flat surface
pushed against a home-made face-plate by a live centre in the tailstock. The MDF faceplate was courtesy of Michael
Fay. He firstly turned a spigot at the tailstock end, making the diameter to suite one of his (many) chucks. He then
reversed the piece and gripped the spigot – Charlie favoured an Axminster precision chuck that had gripper jaws that
could grip inside and out. Next, and still on the first spigot, he put a chucking groove on the flat surface.

He then reversed the piece and chucked it by the groove that was just made. This
allowed him to shape the bottom of the bowl with a 0.5 inch bowl gouge, leaving
the first spigot. He paused at this point to explain that he tended to run the lathe at
the highest speed that he could safely – on his own lathes this tended to be around
3000 rpm. He continued to shape the bowl and the lower surface of the top,
moving to a 0.25 inch gouge for the finer cuts. He alerted us to the fact that he was
experiencing tear-outs and he put it down to the type of wood that it was. So he
stressed that although he was cutting downhill, one should not be afraid to cut
uphill if the wood dictated it to avoid the tear-outs, always ensuring that the bevel is
rubbing! He did not remove the spigot at this stage, but contoured the outside of
the bowl imagining the shape as if it were removed.
Reversing the piece once again back onto the first spigot, the interior of the bowl
was shaped. There are several ways to achieve this this, but Charlie chose to

How many trees can you plant in an empty forest?

One.Afterthat,it'snotemptyanymore.
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measure the outside diameter of the bowl (75 mm in this case) and then mark the inside diameter in terms of the first
cut for the inside of the bowl (he chose 65 mm). He then proceeded to remove material, cutting from the rim to the
centre and the bottom, eventually, checking the thickness and depth as he went. He stressed that the cut from the rim
into the bowl for the first 5 mm, should be as parallel to the centre as possible. This is because the rim would be used in
combination with a jamb-chuck in the next step. Charlie mentioned that he wanted to use his specially ground 30 degree
bowl gouge (that was more suited to deeper bowls), but it was not present! Moving on, he compromised with a round-
nosed scraper.
Satisfied with the shape of the bowl so far, he un-chucked it and mounted a blank that
would serve as a jamb-chuck in its place. He fashioned a step in the blank that would
accommodate the inside of the bowl rim with a tight fit. Holding the bowl on the
jamb-chuck, and temporarily bringing up the tailstock and live-centre for support, he
then removed the spigot on the bowl bottom to give a rounded shape.
Having removed the bowl and the chuck, the next step was to make the lid. Any blank
will do, but Charlie chose the other half of the log to get continuity in the grain. The
half-log was chucked as for the bowl, and it was reduced in size to suite. The lid was to
rest its shoulder on the flat surface of the bowl with a step inside. Charlie amazed
himself, by creating a fit at the first cut which was sufficiently tight to allow him to
finish the outside with the lid in place on the bowl. Tear-out was evident, so he cut
uphill again.
So far, so good. The three legs were next and Charlie’s wisdom on this was that if you need three of an item, always plan
to make four. Experience shows that if you plan to make three, then one will always be different: but, if you plan to
make four, then if one of them is different, then three of them will turn out to be the same. Despite that, he only made
one, so that one would always be right! But that’s the demonstrator’s prerogative. He chucked a length of 2 x 2 cm dark

wood and rounded it down to match one of his existing legs. As
this leg was going to be pushed into a pre-drilled 6 mm hole in
the bowl’s flat surface and have its top proud, and be capped with
a similar wood, he turned down the 6 mm spigot at the tailstock
end of the blank. The spigot-length was made to suite the
thickness of the bowl’s flat surface plus 2 mm. He then shaped
the bottom of the leg, ensuring that the length of the leg gave
enough clearance for the bowl bottom. As to the cap, he used the
wood remaining in the chuck and used a Jacob’s chuck to drill a 6
mm hole that was at least 2 mm deep. The piece was rounded to
about 10 mm diameter and parted off with a cut that produced a
rounded top to the cap. When asked how one would sand the cap,

Charlie responded by making small spigot on the wood remaining in the chuck that could go into the 6 mm hole in the
cap with a tight fit. It could then be sanded and sealed in place.
Another demo full of communicated experience and banter. The bowl wasn’t bad either. Thank you Charlie.

Mike Sims












